Cosplay Guidelines

- Costumes must be family-friendly. No costumes that are overly revealing, gory, or deemed inappropriate or offensive by staff.

- For safety, footwear must be worn at all times even if a character is typically barefoot. Socks alone are not proper footwear.

- Anything with wheels, except for wheelchairs, are not allowed inside the building. This includes skateboards, scooters, bicycles, etc.

- Do not wear any uniforms that may be too realistic. You should not be confused with official law enforcement, military personnel, or security staff.

- No prop weapons of any kind.

- Any make-up must be properly sealed so that it does not rub off with casual contact or make a mess.

- Masks are allowed but must be removable at the staff’s request.

- For safety, no oversized costumes greater than two feet from any side are allowed indoors.

- If you want someone’s photo, be polite and ask first. Photos should not be taken in high traffic areas and no money may be exchanged in return for pictures.

- The Citrus County Library System reserves the right to refuse entry or ask any person to change or leave at any time due to an inappropriate costume.

- Remember: Cosplay is not consent; please treat others with respect. Anyone caught harassing others will be asked to leave immediately. Harassment includes but is not limited to:
  - Stalking
  - Intimidation
  - Offensive verbal comments
  - Physical assault and/or battery
  - Bathroom policing
  - Inappropriate physical contact
  - Unwelcome physical attention

- If someone’s behavior makes you uncomfortable, please inform a library staff member or security immediately.